
CombinArtorial games

Urban Larsson

Abstract Artistic solutions of individual combinatorial games sometimes involves exotic numeration systems and
the golden section. Via demonstrated group structure, abstract game comparison can boil down to play on individual
games. Generalizations of classical games may lose mathematical tractability, but gain in artistic visualization.

1 Introduction

We propose that when there is little known theory for solving a game, its artistic value may increase, and its intrinsic
patterns become richer, more appealing and entertaining. Related to several pictures in this chapter, we tell the story
of the Emperor and the Advisors (Epilogue); two players compete in guiding their Emperor safely to his fortress,
obstructed by hostile Pawns.

Many popular recreational board games are played without hidden cards and without dice. Most famously, we think
of classical win-loss games such as CHESS and GO (a.k.a. WEIQI).1 These games belong to a class of 2-player math
games with alternating turns, of complete and perfect information, with rich combinatorial complexity. Since both
players have access to all information of the game at all stages of play, by a fundamental theorem in Game Theory, if
there are no draws, exactly one of them has a winning response to any move of the opponent. However, the number of
move sequences is usually huge. For example, in the classical game of GO the number of positions is 319·19, a number
that is believed to exceed the number of atoms in the universe, and so, an exhaustive search for a winning strategy is
rarely practical. Let us list the main features of Combinatorial Game Theory (CGT), as they will appear in this chapter.

Rulesets

The foundation and motivation of any combinatorial game theory is the notion of a ruleset. Implicit in this notion is
usually a ‘game board’ and some ‘pieces’ that can be placed or moved, given the rules. The game then naturally ends
when (or if) the current player cannot follow the rules, because there is no available move option. At this point, a
winner is declared, given the particulars of that ruleset (we will not consider cyclic games). These notions should be
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“Blocking the Queen Encrustation” Cook et al (2017)

formalized in any given context. The winning condition could be some scoring convention, or perhaps the simplest
and perhaps most popular notion, called normal play, which embraces ‘the goodness of being able to move’.

Normal play games

Two players alternate in moving, and a player who cannot follow the given rules, because there is no move option,
loses. This is the so-called normal play convention Conway (2000); Berlekamp et al (2001); Siegel (2013). There are
impartial games where the move options do not depend on who is to play. Therefore, if every sequence of play is finite,
the positions in such games can be partitioned into losing- and winning positions. A losing position is a position from
which there is no winning move, and a winning position is a position from which there is a move to a losing position.
The much bigger class of partizan games, where the move options are typically different for the two players, have two
more so-called outcome classes, and we will review the setting in Section 4.

Computational complexity

Our subject is closely related to various complexity questions from computer science. A typical question for a given
ruleset is, if a given position X is a losing position. By standard backward induction techniques, one can always
compute the outcome of X in perfect play, but a generic algorithm is mostly exponentially slow, in succinct input
size of a position. Therefore, a standard problem is to find a poly-time algorithm, via a closed formula expression,
or otherwise. If there is such an algorithm, we say that a game is solved. We will discuss this further in Section 2, in
particular for the game of WYTHOFF NIM.

Overview

There are individual games, with solutions of intrinsic mathematical appeal, and there are beautiful theories of com-
pounds of combinatorial games. On the other hand, games with no known solutions, may gain in visualization. We
assess three main tracks:
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• Three famous heap games have solutions related to the golden section, φ =
√

5−1
2 ≈ 0.618 . . ..

• Individual games can be played together, by forming compounds of games, and this defines various abstract addi-
tion rules for (equivalence classes of) games.

• When there is little known theory for solving the games, their artistic value may increase, their intrinsic patterns are
richer, more appealing and entertaining.

Each track contains surprises, that may seem like true magic, since intuition easily fails to predict a solution (when
there is one). We show some pictures related to generalizations of some of the games discussed here, a few here, and
some more at last in the Epilogue.

“Blocking the Queen Prism 1” Cook et al (2017)

Heap games

Take-away games on heaps of pebbles (or stones, matches, tokens etc) are stereotypes of combinatorial games that
can be played for recreational purposes, but where the emphasis lies on their mathematical appeal. In Section 2, we
will begin with a classical game played on one heap of pebbles FIBONACCI NIM Whinihan (1963), and then we review
EUCLID’S GAME Cole and Davie (1969) and WYTHOFF NIM Wythoff (1907), that are naturally played on two heaps of
pebbles. We highlight four classical characterizations of the losing positions of WYTHOFF NIM, via their fundamental
properties; in spite the popularity of this game, and its many variations (see e.g. Duchene et al (2019)), we rarely
encountered a systematic explanation of all these four classical characterizations of the losing positions.
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Compounds of games

The arguably simplest ruleset in combinatorial game theory is NIM Bouton (1901) played on several heaps—take
at least one pebble from exactly one heap, and at most a full heap—generalizes to a full disjunctive sum theory
of games, discovered independently by Sprague Sprague (1935) and Grundy Grundy (1939). This is the content of
Section 3. Thereafter, in Sections 4 and 5, we will peek into two more general settings, where players may have
distinct rulesets, namely Milnor’s Milnor (1953) and Conway’s Conway (2000) classical compounds respectively;
both reveal interesting partial orders of games, with big equivalence classes. Play on a compound of games is here
the classical disjunctive sum, which generalizes NIM, namely at each stage of play, the current player chooses exactly
one of the components and plays in it, by following the rules designed for that component, while leaving the other
game components intact. We believe this is the first time the main results of these two classical combinatorial games’
settings are presented using a unified notation and terminology.

“Blocking the Queen Prism 2” Cook et al (2017)

Aesthetics of games

In Section 6, we illustrate some solutions of combinatorial games and cellular automata, but where scientific scrutiny
is de-emphasized in favor of artistic appeal. At the end we will explain how the pictures are generated, but we advice
the reader at a first read to view them in the same way as they would view any painting at an art gallery, where there
usually is no algorithm that ‘explains the origins’. In contrast, since our pictures are generated by algorithms, there is
a technical ‘answer’ that explains the picture. Therefore we are lead to the question: Does a technical description of a
picture enhance or diminish its artistic value? And we do not know the answer to that question, which might depend
on the viewer.
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Combinatorial number theory

This subject concerns properties of integers and sets of integers, and it may sometimes feel like a dual subject of
combinatorial game theory. This is due to the fact that solutions of classical games often have nice number theoretical
properties. A little knowledge of elementary number theory can prove helpful in understanding games, and reversely,
some basic game theory can enrich the understanding of numbers and sequences of numbers.

Play-games and math-games

If a game is solved, then the play-value decreases, and the math-value increases.

The mex-rule: a Minimal EXclusive algorithm

The perhaps most common function in combinatorial game theory is the so-called mex-rule. Let X ⊂ N0 be a strict
subset of the nonnegative integers. Then mex(X) = min(N0 \X). For example, if X = {0,1,2,3,5}, then mex(X) = 4.

“Blocking the Queen Prism 3” Cook et al (2017)
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Head of a Blocking Godwyn.

2 Three games

In this section, we study three classical combinatorial heap games.

FIBONACCI NIM.

The first game is played on a single heap of pebbles, and it goes as follows. The first player can remove any number of
pebbles except the whole heap. Subsequently, the removals must be weakly smaller than twice the size of the previous
removal. Therefore, a generic game position is an ordered pair (x,r), where x is the current heap size, and where r is
twice the size of the previous removal, with the exceptional case of a starting position, when r = x−1.
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EUCLID’S GAME.

The second game is played on two non-empty heaps of pebbles. A player must remove a multiple of the size of the
smaller heap from the larger heap. We represent a position by (x,y), where x ≤ y, and note that if x = y, then the
position is terminal.

WYTHOFF NIM.

This game is played on two heaps of pebbles. A player removes any number of pebbles from one of the two heaps,
at least one and at most the whole heap, or instead the same number of pebbles from both heaps (at most the number
of the smaller heap). Thus, a position is of the form (x,y), and a move option is of the form, (x−m,y),(x,y−m) or
(x−m,y−m), conditioning on that each heap size remains non-negaitve.

2.1 A Fibonacci numeration system, ZOL

The game solutions are closely related to the golden section and the Fibonacci numbers. The sequence of Fibonacci
numbers is 0,1,1,2,3,5,8,13, . . .. Set F0 = 0, and F1 = 1, and for n ≥ 2, let Fn = Fn−1 +Fn−2. Then, famously

lim
n→∞

Fn

Fn+1
= φ (1)

We will have good use of a classical result from a neighbouring branch of mathematics, numeration systems in
combinatorial number theory: Each natural number 1,2, . . . is represented uniquely as the sum of non-consecutive
Fibonacci numbers. The representation is given by a greedy selection of the largest remaining Fibonacci component
≥ F2, and this, together with (1), makes the numeration computationally efficient.

Suppose that your given number is x, and your set of selected Fibonacci numbers at step i = 1,2, . . . is Zi = {z j} j<i.
Define the remainder as xi = x−∑ j<i z j. Then zi = max{Fn | Fn ≤ xi}, and Zi+1 = {zi}∪Zi. Set Z(x) = ∪Zi.

We write this unique Fibonacci representation as a binary word ζ (x) where x = ∑ζiFi, and we call this repre-
sentation ZOL, because it was independently discovered by Ostrowski Ostrowski (1922), Lekkerkerker Lekkerk-
erker (1952), and Zeckendorf Zeckendorf (1972). For example 17 = 13+ 3+ 1, and hence Z(17) = {13,3,1}, with
z1 = 13,z2 = 3,z3 = 1.

One basic property of ZOL-numeration is that by adding 1, to an alternating word of 1s and 0s of length k results
in the word of length k+1 of the form 100 . . .0. For example 101+1 = 1000 and 1010+1 = 10000. That is, in this
numeration, we have 10k − 1 = (10)k/2, if k is even, and 10k = (10)(k−1)/21, if k is odd. Let us call this property by
ZOL-carry.

2.2 Game solutions

Two out of three games have elegant solutions via the ZOL-numeration, namely FIBONACCI NIM and WYTHOFF NIM,
whereas EUCLID’S GAME has a simpler explanation via the golden section, that does not require a foreign numeration
system. We will study four solutions of WYTHOFF NIM, by unifying their underlying properties.
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FIBONACCI NIM, Whinihan (1963).

A player should attempt to remove the smallest ZOL-component of the current heap size. If this is not possible, because
of the limitation imposed by the previous removal, then there is no good move, and the current player will eventually
lose the game. Notice that, regarded as starting positions, the Fibonacci numbers are losing positions. Namely, the
starting player cannot remove the smallest ZOL-component of Fn, because it is Fn, and they are not allowed to remove
the whole heap. For example, from a heap of size 17, a single pebble should be removed, which results in the losing
position (16,2). This position is losing, because 16 = 13+3 and 3 > 2 ·1.2

EUCLID’S GAME, Cole and Davie (1969).

Optimal play reduces to minimizing the relative distance of the heaps. A player should attempt to remove the unique
multiple of the smaller heap such that the ratio of the heap sizes lands between the golden section and 1, i.e., the
new pair of heap sizes (x,y), should satisfy yφ < x ≤ y. Example (2,7) → (2,3) → (1,2) → (1,1). Since, we put
the requirement that (both) heaps remain non-empty, then no more move is possible. Note that the losing moves are
forced.

WYTHOFF NIM, Wythoff (1907); Isaacs and Berge (1962); Stolarsky (1976); Silber (1976)

Suppose that the losing positions are denoted by (an,bn), with for all n ∈ N0, 0 ≤ an ≤ bn. Of course (0,0) is a losing
position, and if (an,bn) is a losing position, then, since the rules are symmetric, so is (bn,an). We give 4 equivalent
characterizations, via the

• mex-rule,
• floor-function,
• Fibonacci morphism, and
• ZOL-numeration.

For the first few losing positions of WYTHOFF NIM, see Table 1 below.

Wythoff-properties

Any pair of sequences a,b that satisfies

(i) a0 = b0 = 0,
(ii) a increasing,
(iii) complementarity on the positive integers (each positive integer appears in one of the sequences but not both), and
(iv) bn −an = n for all n,

characterizes the set of losing positions of WYTHOFF NIM, as {(an,bn),(bn,an)}. And we prove this in the next sub-
section.

2 See Larsson and Rubinstein-Salzedo (2016) and Larsson and Rubinstein-Salzedo (2018) for partial solutions to generalizations of this
game.
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Mex-rule

The first characterization is the mex-rule: for all n ∈ N0, an = mex{ai,bi | 0 ≤ i < n}, bn = an + n. This algorithm is
very similar to the game rules, as noted already by Wythoff Wythoff (1907).

Floor-function

The second solution is algebraic, via is the floor-function and the golden section. It is Wythoff’s famous 1907 discovery
Wythoff (1907). Let ϕ = 1+φ . For all n ∈ N, an = ⌊ϕn⌋ and bn = ⌊ϕ 2n⌋.

Fibonacci morphism Stolarsky (1976); Berstel (1986)

Next, we mention the Fibonacci morphism and the infinite Fibonacci word. Let f : {0,1}∗ →{0,1}∗, with f (0) = 01
and f (1) = 0. Set the seed to ‘0’. Now, this morphism generates a sequence of words of Fibonacci length, 0, 01, 010,
01001, 01001010, and so on. And in the limit, it generates the infinite Fibonacci word f ∞ = 0100101001001 . . . . Then
an is the index of the nth 0 in this word, and bn is the index of the nth 1. For example (a5,b5) = (8,13), as indicated in
bold in f ∞.

ZOL-numeration Silber (1976)

Consider the ZOL-numeration. The losing positions are of the form (a,b), where ζ (b) = ζ (a)0, and where ζ (a) ends
in an even number of 0s. For example (4,7) is a losing position, since ζ (4) = 101 and ζ (7) = 1010. The unique
winning move from (4,6) = (101,1001) is by removing one pebble from each heap to move to (3,5) = (100,1000).

n an bn
1 1 2
2 3 5
3 4 7
4 6 10
5 8 13
6 9 15
7 11 18
8 12 20

ζ (n) ζ (an) ζ (bn)
1 1 10
10 100 1000
100 101 1010
101 1001 10010
1000 10000 100000
1001 10001 100010
1010 10100 101000

10000 10101 101010

Table 1: The ZOL-numeration of initial non-terminal losing positions of WYTHOFF NIM.

2.3 Proofs of solutions

The proofs are by induction. The terminals are losing because of the normal play convention. We justify that, for each
game, any candidate winning position can reach a losing position, but candidate losing positions cannot reach losing
positions.
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Proof for FIBONACCI NIM.

Consider a position (x,r). We must justify the following statements.

(i) If minZ(x)> r, then each removal m satisfies minZ(x−m)≤ 2m.
(ii) If m = minZ(x)≤ r, then minZ(x−m)> 2m, or x−m = 0.

Notice that item (ii) is automatic by the definition of the unique ZOL-decomposition. Namely, when the smallest ZOL-
component of a number has been removed, then, the second smallest becomes the smallest, but it is distanced by at
least one Fibonacci number. And by the definition of the Fibonacci numbers, for all n ≥ 2, with m = Fn, say,

2Fn < Fn +Fn+1 (2)
= Fn+2 (3)
≤ Z(x−m), (4)

by definition of ZOL-numeration, unless x−m = 0.
The resolution of item (i) is a bit more hidden at a first sight, but it will follow by the uniqueness of the ZOL-

numeration. Since the removal m is smaller than, say Fn = minZ(x), then minZ(x−m) < Fn. We may assume that
m < minZ(Fn −m) (because otherwise we are done). Then, because Fn = m+∑z∈Z(Fn−m) z, this implies that m is at
least the size of the greatest Fibonacci number smaller than minZ(x−m), because otherwise the decomposition of Fn
would not be unique (as Fn). Hence, the inequality holds.

Proof for EUCLID’S GAME.

If a player is in a position of the form (a,b) with a/b < φ , then they can find a move option to a position (c,d) of the
form φ ≤ c/d ≤ 1. Namely, if c= b−ka<φa, then we claim that φ(b−(k−1)a)≤ a= c. That is, if (c,d)= (b−ka,a)
does not satisfy the inequality, play instead (c,d) = (a,b− (k−1)a). This strategy suffices since,

φb < φ(φ + k)a

= φ2 +φ(k−1)a+φa

≤ φ2a+φ(k−1)a+φa

= φ(φa+ k).

since a ≥ 1.
If a player is in a position of the form (a,b), with φ ≤ a/b ≤ 1, then there is only one move option, namely

(a,b)→ (b−a,a). Note that bφ ≤ a implies bφ < a, since φ is irrational. Therefore, b−a < φ−1a−a = φa.

Proofs for WYTHOFF NIM.

We begin by proving that any pair of sequences that satisfy the Wythoff-properties constitute the losing positions of
WYTHOFF NIM. Thereafter, it suffices to show that our four characterizations satisfy the Wythoff-properties.
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Proof by Wythoff-properties

The terminal position (a0,b0) = (0,0) is losing. Suppose next that the position is a candidate losing position of the
form (an,bn), with n > 0, as in the Wythoff-properties. We prove that no option is of the same form. Suppose first that
a player removes from a single heap. If the removal is from the smaller heap, if property (ii) holds, this would violate
property (iv). If the removal is from the larger heap, then if (iii) holds, (iv) cannot hold. If there were a removal of the
same number from both heaps, such that the next position is of the form (am,bm), then bn − bm = an − am. But, by
property (iv) this is impossible unless m = n.

Next we prove that each candidate winning position has a move to a position of the form (an,bn). Suppose first that
the position is (bn,y) with y > an. Then a winning move is to (bn,an), by removing y− an pebbles from the second
heap. Suppose next that the position is (an,y) with y > bn. Likewise, a winning move is to (an,bn), by removing y−bn
pebbles from the larger heap. If the position is of the form (an,y) with an ≤ y < bn, then let y− an = m. A winning
move is to (am,bm), by removing an −am from both heaps. Namely, by property (iv), bm = y−an +am.

More on the mex-rule

The mex-rule characterization is easy to justify directly by a geometric inductive argument. However, it is exponen-
tially slow in succinct input size, which is log(xy), if the heap sizes are x and y. Although the algorithm is slow, it
reveals all important properties of the losing positions. The first three properties are obvious by construction. The
geometric induction argument gives that if the n−1 first pairs perfectly fill the n−1 width upper main diagonal, then
the first available slot is distanced bn − an = n from the main diagonal. This is even easier to see when the game
is played with a single Queen of CHESS, in the classical WYTHOFF NIM interpretation CORNER THE LADY Isaacs
and Berge (1962); Gardner (1989). See Figure 1, where we depict the computation of the first few losing positions
of WYTHOFF NIM. In the third picture, we see that the ‘diagonal’ winning positions fill the area closest to the main
diagonal, whereas, a non-trivial gap remains in the computation of nim-type winning positions. And this non-trivial
gap becomes explicit in in the other solutions.

0

9

0 9 0 9 0 9

Fig. 1: A geometric view of the losing positions of WYTHOFF NIM. The terminal position is to the lower left.
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Proof of floor-function

Properties (i), (ii) and (iv) are direct by definition. The complementarity of the sequences follows by a classical result
in combinatorial number theory, namely the folklore Beatty’s theorem Beatty (1926); Rayleigh (1896); Ostrowski et al
(1927): if 1 < α < 2 is irrational, and β = 1/α , then the sequences (⌊nα⌋) and (⌊nβ⌋) are complementary on the
positive integers, n = 1,2, . . ..

Proof of Fibonacci morphism

The reason that the infinite Fibonacci word represents the non-terminal losing positions of WYTHOFF NIM is that each 0
updates the pattern 01, and there are two cases for distancing of the 0-letters, namely 00, or 010, the first case translating
to 0101, whereas the second one translates to 01001. So suppose that the morphism satisfies bn−1−an−1 = n−1. Then,
for the nth couple, either an = an−1+1 and bn = bn−1+2, or an = an−1+2 and bn = bn−1+3. In either case this implies
bn −an = n. (The base case is 0 → 01, which gives a1 = 1 and b1 = 2.) Note that the first three Wythoff-properties are
immediate by definition.

Proof of ZOL-numeration

For all n ∈N, let an be the nth natural number that ends in an even number of 0s in ZOL-numeration, and let bn = an0
in this numeration. Observe that the sequences are increasing and complementary on N. Claim 1: for all n ∈ N,
an = ζ (n)0, if ζ (n) ends in an odd number of 0s, and otherwise an = ζ (n− 1)1. Observe that in the second case,
ζ (n− 1) ends in an odd number of ‘0’s, i.e. at least one 0 separates the rightmost ‘1’s. Hence Claim 1 holds. Claim
2: For all n, bn − an = n. This equality is direct by construction, whenever ζ (n) ends in an odd number of ‘0’s, and
otherwise, one proves this by ZOL-carry. Hence, we have established all defining properties of Wythoff’s sequences.

3 When Sprague and Grundy mex Bouton’s NIM

The three first games were all played on at most two heaps. The first combinatorial game appearing in the literature,
NIM Bouton (1901), has the simplest ruleset of them all. It is played on several heaps, and a player to move picks one of
the heaps and removes any number of pebbles from this heap. When all heaps are exhausted, then the game is over, and
the current player loses. If this game is played on a single heap, then the first player wins if and only if the heap is non-
empty. If played on two unequal heaps, the first player should equalize the heaps in the first move, and subsequently
mimic the other player. If played on more than two heaps, then this game becomes a lot more interesting. Add the
heap sizes in the standard binary representation, but without carry. For example, the heaps (2,4,5) = (10,1000,1001),
and this nim-addition rule gives 10⊕ 1000⊕ 1001 = 11. The main theorem of NIM states that a position is losing if
and only if the nim-addition equals 0, and moreover, any heap configuration can be exchanged for a single heap of
size its nim-sum. This result generalizes neatly into the general theory for normal play impartial games, discovered
independently by Sprague and Grundy in the 1930s.

Sprague and Grundy theory

Apart from nim-addition, the mex-rule is the important concept for the classical Sprague-Grundy theory. It leads to
a value for any short impartial normal play game. Here short means finite rank and finitely many move options, and
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impartial means that the move options are the same independently of who starts. This is a recursive definition: for any
game G, let SG(G) = mex({SG(G′)}), where G′ ranges over the set of move options of G. Thus, for any game G, the
recurrence starts with its terminal sub-positions SG(∅) = 0. As a corollary of the below proof, a position is losing if
and only if its SG-value is 0.

Via a huge theoretical leap, we generalize the game of NIM to any short impartial normal play game. The Sprague-
Grundy theory Sprague (1935); Grundy (1939) thrives in the context of a disjunctive sum of games. A disjunctive sum
of games is played by making a move in precisely one of finitely many game components, and the operation is nim-
sum. One finds if a disjunctive sum of games is a losing position by computing the SG-value of each game component
and add the values in binary without carry. Moreover, if the SG-value is non-zero, then a ‘hot’ game component is
revealed exactly as in the case of NIM. (But the precise winning move is not revealed in this way.)

Proof.

We show that any game G in a disjunctive sum can be exchanged for a single nim heap, of size SG(G). That is,
we show that in a disjunctive sum of games, the nim-sum of their mex-values cannot be obtained as an option. And
secondly, we prove that each nonnegative number smaller than SG(G) can be obtained by moving in exactly one of
the components. We represent natural numbers in binary as x = ∑xi2i, xi ∈ {0,1}.

The first part is obvious, since a decrease on exactly one of the heaps will change the parity of at least one of the
binary digits of the SG-value.

For the second part, consider the SG-value g of the game G, and note that, for any 0 ≤ g′ < g , there is a largest
index, say j, for which the digit is “1” in g, but not in g′. Then there is an odd number of component games for which
the jth digit is “1”. Take any of these component games, say component H of heap size h and replace it with a heap of
size x that gives the desired grundy value g′:

• for i > j, xi = hi;
• x j = 0;
• for i < j, xi = gi if

⊕
Y ̸=H yi = 0, xi = 1−g′i if

⊕
Y ̸=H yi = 1,

where the games Y range over the non-selected heaps, and their respective heap sizes are y.

4 Conway’s theory of the full class of normal play

In the 1970s and 80s, Berlekamp, Conway and Guy generalized the normal-play convention Conway (2000);
Berlekamp et al (2001) (in the spirit of the preceding Milnor’s positional games—see Section 5), to partizan games
where the players do not necessarily have the same move options. The 0-game is the empty game where no player has
an option. Two results are possible, Left (the maximizer) or Right (the minimizer) wins.

This invokes 4 outcome classes, N, P, L and R, corresponding to a win for the Next player, Previous player, Left
and Right respectively. Hence, these 4 outcomes are partially ordered with L > P > R,L > N > R, and where the
outcomes P and N are incomparable. When a starting player is given, then the result in optimal play is simply Left
wins (L) or Right wins (R). In this spirit, we will depart from the standard notation Berlekamp et al (2001) and write
o(G) = (oL(G),oR(G)). We get:

P: Left wins if Right starts and Right wins if Left starts; oL(G) = R and oR(G) = L
N: Left wins if Left starts and Right wins if Right starts; oL(G) = L and oR(G) = R
L: Left wins if Right starts and Left wins if Left starts; oL(G) = L and oR(G) = L
R: Right wins if Right starts and Right wins if Left starts; oL(G) = R and oR(G) = R
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This gives rise to a partial order of equivalence classes of games, by using a notion of disjunctive sum, generalized
suitably for partizan games, i.e., in the game G+X , Left plays either in the G component to GL +X , or in the X-
component to G+XL, and similarly for Right (where GL denotes a typical Left option of G).

Definition 1. [Partial order] For all games G and H, G ≥ H if, for all games X , o(G+X)≥ o(H +X).

This definition is correct, since we want to be as careful as possible; indeed, we consider the behavior of the games
G and H in any given context, i.e. in any normal play disjucntive sum.

The conjugate of G, denoted by −G, is defined by (recursively) swapping the players’ roles. We will prove that this
is the negative of G, i.e. that G+(−G) = 0.

This will serve to prove that G ≥ H is equivalent with Left wins G+(−H) = G−H playing second, i.e. oR(G−
H) = L, and this is the fundamental theorem of normal play games. Or equivalently: Left wins G−H independently
of who plays first if and only if G−H > 0. In fact, this implies a bijection between the partial order relations and the
outcome classes.

Let us first motivate the result, by studying the classical partizan normal play game of DOMINEERING. Left plays
vertical (blue) pieces, and Right plays horizontal (red) pieces. If the game board is a 2 by 2 square, then the first player
wins in one move, for example if Left moves. Then, without loss of generality, the game board becomes the shape to
the right.

Note that this position is terminal if and only if Right starts. (Observe that a non-empty NIM heap is a next player
win, but it contains much less urgency, than the 2 by 2 DOMINEERING position. In general, there is more incentive to
play in a DOMINEERING position than in a NIM heap. Such ideas are developed in temperature theory.)

Suppose that we want to justify that

>

A consequence of he fundamental theorem of normal play is that this is true if and only if Left wins the following
compound independently of who starts:

+
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And this is easy to verify, because Left can terminate each component in one move, but by moving first in a
component, Right must leave Left with a free move in that component. That the second component has the correct
shape is a consequence of that normal play games is a group structure, and that the negative of a game is obtained by
swapping the players.

By using a mimic strategy one can prove that Definition 1 implies a group structure.

1) We must prove that, for all games G, o(G−G+X) = o(X), for any game X . To prove oL(G−G+X)≥ oL(X), we
assume that oL(X) = L (for otherwise we are done). Left has an optimal move in X since oL(X) = L. This move can
be used to play to the game G−G+XL. If Right responds in G−G then Left mimics, and otherwise Left continues in
the X component. To prove oR(G−G+X)≥ oR(X), we may assume that oR(X) = L, and the argument is analogous
(if Right plays in the X component, Left has a winning strategy, and otherwise mimic). The remaining two cases are
symmetric.

Next, we prove that oR(G−H) = L, if and only if G ≥ H. By the group structure, it suffices to study the inequality
G−H ≥ 0, that is, we may instead prove that, for any game G, oR(G) = L if and only if G ≥ 0.

2) Note that, if G ≥ 0 then X = 0 gives oR(G+0)≥ oR(0) = L.

3) For the other direction, assume that oR(G) = L and we must prove that, for all X , o(G+X)≥ o(X). First we prove
that oR(G+X) ≥ oR(X), and we may assume that oR(X) = L. Altogether Left can play in the same component as
Right until the end of game, and Left wins G+X , since Left wins both individual games (Left can force Right to start
in G). Next we prove that oL(G+X)≥ oL(X), and we may assume that oL(X) = L. Since Left has a winning strategy
in X , Left can force Right to start in G, and then by assumption win.

Thus, we proved constructive game comparison for normal play combinatorial games. Next, we will look at Mil-
nor’s positional (scoring) games, that preceded Conway’s normal play by about 20 years (but which is nowadays known
to be a subgroup of normal play if we restrict the scores to dyadic rationals, and identify ‘scores’ with ‘moves’).

5 Positional games with nonnegative incentive

Von Neumann & Morgenstern’s classical Game Theory concerns strategic form games, where utility functions with
numerical values define equilibria via simultaneous play and mixed strategy profiles. The setting is quite different
from CGT, and a concept such as ‘disjunctive sums of games’ is rarely encountered. One early departure is Milnor’s
so-called positional games Milnor (1953); Hanner (1959). These are perfect information extensive form games, and
moreover, they are ‘partizan’ games with nonnegative incentive. Nonnegative incentive means that it is never bad
to play first, a notion that is intimately attached to the concept of a disjunctive sum of games. (But note that this
concept is not meaningful in normal play games, because every P-position has negative incentive.) Positional games
are zero-sum, and hence, given a starting player, a backward induction algorithm determines optimal play, and the
corresponding equilibrium utility, which is a real number, a score.

In CGT terms Milnor’s positional games correspond to so-called dicot scoring games without zugzwangs. Dicot
means that if one of the players has a move option, then so does the other player. A recreational game example for
attempted membership is the ‘placement game’ BLOKUS. Players place tiles in form of polyominoes on a finite grid,
for each player, chosen from a given finite set. The game ends when both players pass, because they cannot place any
of their remaining tiles, and scoring starts. The player who tiles the largest area wins. This popular ruleset is slightly
outside the class, because the pass rule is a global feature, which does not apply to individual game components in
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a disjunctive sum of games (for a similar reason the popular ‘impartial’ scoring game DOTS & BOXES lands slightly
outside the class).

Let us instead illustrate the ideas of Milnor’s positional games with a scoring variation of the game DOMINEERING
from Section 4. The membership question is sensitive to the particular scoring rules, and because of the dicot rule, it is
required to set a final score to any component where at most one of the players can move. Therefore, the final score for
player Left, say, is he number of vertical tiles on the game board + the maximal number of remaining moves options
for Left in each terminated game component, and note that a generic game decomposes during play. The final score for
Right is computed analogously, and then the total score is the difference between them. Clearly this scoring variation
of DOMINEERING has nonnegative incentive, and it is dicot by definition. (In fact, optimal play in this scoring variation
is very similar to optimal normal play—only the parity or the so-called infinitesimal part of normal play differs.)

An outcome function o(G) = (oL(G),oR(G)) = (ℓ,r) defines optimal play scores ℓ and r given the maximizing and
minimizing player as starting player, respectively. Left is the maximizing player and Right is the minimizing player.
(That is ℓ or r is the game value if Left or Right starts respectively.) This is similar to normal play, but where outcomes
are instead ordered pairs of reals.

Milnor was the first author to understand how one should define equality of games in the context of games such
as GO, and in view of the disjunctive sum theory of NIM and its Sprague-Grundy generalization. Since outcomes are
partially ordered, it is more convenient to define inequality, and thus we reuse Definition 1.

The neutral element 0 is the terminal game where no player has an option and the score is 0 (no matter who starts).
Milnor proved that the restriction of nonnegative incentive permits a constructive comparison of games. (And this

property is closed under disjunctive sum.) That is, to understand the order relation between the games G and H, it
suffices to play on the games G and H, i.e. the ‘for all X’ part is redundant. See item 2 below, where we prove that, for
all games G and H, G ≥ H is equivalent with o(G−H)≥ 0. Moreover, his definition gives nontrivial (big) equivalence
classes of games, and this fact initiated a field of research, which fits under the umbrella Combinatorial Game Theory,
CGT.

We encourage the reader to check the example in Section4 but now in the case of SCORING DOMINEERING. Indeed,
the composite game in the third picture has total final score 1 point, independently of who starts, which proves ‘G>H’.

A useful inequality says that, for any games G and H,

oL(G)+oR(H)≤ oL(G+H), (5)

because if Left starts by playing GL +H, then onwards Left can follow Right’s choice of game component, unless at
some point, one of the two components ran out of move options. In this case, by the nonnegative incentive criterion,
Left is not worse off, by continuing instead in the other component.

Similar to normal play, we prove first that this monoid of games is in fact a group, and that the inverse of G is
obtained by swapping the players’ roles. We prove that o(G−G+X) = o(X) for all X . By symmetry it suffices to
study one of the outcome functions, say oR.

1a) To prove oR(G−G+X)≥ oR(X), we find a Left strategy to any Right play in G−G+X . If Right plays optimally
to say G−G+XR, then if Left responds by the optimal move in XR to say G−G+XRL, we get

oR(G−G+X) = oL(G−G+XR) (6)

≥ oR(G−G+XRL) (7)

≥ oR(XRL) (8)
≥ oR(X), (9)

where (6) is by assumption, (7) is by Left playing, (8) is by induction, and (9) is by Right playing and Left playing
optimal. If XR is the final move in the X component, then Left starts in G−G and by the nonnegative incentive con-
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dition, she does at least as well as if Right starts. If Right starts in G−G, Left has the mimic strategy, and repeat the
previous argument.

1b) To prove oR(G−G+X) ≤ oR(X), Right has a mimic strategy to any Left play in G−G, and Right can start by
playing to G−G+XR where XR is Right’s optimal play in the game X . If Right gets to start in the G−G component,
then he is better off, by the nonnegative incentive criterion.

2) Next we prove that for all games G and H, G≥H is equivalent with o(G−H)≥ 0. The forward direction follows by
the proved group structure, and take X = 0. For the other direction, similarly, by G ≥ H if and only if G+(−H)≥ 0,
it suffices to prove that o(G−H)≥ 0 implies, for all X , o(G−H +X)≥ o(X).

3) Thus to simplify notation, we prove instead that o(G)≥ 0 implies, for all X , o(G+X)≥ o(X). We begin by proving
oR(G) ≥ 0 implies, for all X , oR(G+X) ≥ oR(X). If Right plays optimally to G+XR, if Left can respond optimally
in X , the inequality holds by induction. If Left has no move in XR, then oR(G+X) = oL(G)+ oR(X) ≥ oR(X), by
o(G)≥ 0.

Similarly if Right plays optimally to GR+X , by nonnegative incentive, GR perhaps not optimal in G alone, inequal-
ity (5), and the assumption oR(G)≥ 0, we get

oR(X)≤ oR(G)+oR(X)

≤ oL(GR)+oR(X)

≤ oL(GR +X)

= oR(G+X).

4) By the same inequality (5), it follows that oR(G)≥ 0 implies, for all X , oL(G+X)≥ oR(G)+oL(X)≥ oL(X).

It turns out that Milnor’s games are congruent with a sub-group of normal play games, namely those without so-
called infinitesimal games (corresponding to reduced canonical forms), and this was explained in full detail in the
survey part of a recent paper Larsson et al (2018b). Later, Ettinger studied a class of positional scoring games with
zugzwang Ettinger (1996) and his work was generalized further to the class of Guaranteed scoring play Larsson et al
(2016a, 2018b) and to Absolute combinatorial game theory Larsson et al (2016b, 2018a). In fact, by using Guaranteed
scoring play, the somewhat artificial scoring method of SCORING DOMINEERING can be removed, and one may instead
simply count the total area of the placed tiles. A guaranteed rule is invoked, where a player who can still move when the
game ends may cash in any remaining possible placements, but there is no need to keep track of individual components;
no component need be terminated before the full game ends. In fact, we could also allow zugzwang positions, where
players sometimes are forced to place a piece of the opponent, and there is still constructive or ‘play’ game comparison,
similar to what has been described here. We refer the reader to those papers for more on these theories.

6 Patterns of a generalized games.

The solutions of combinatorial heap games can be visualized revealing richness in patterns. This happens frequently
for generalizations of NIM and WYTHOFF NIM, and we would like to share some of our findings.3 In the Epilogue, we
tell the idea behind some of the pictures.

3 Related papers, Fink (2012); Larsson (2013b); Larsson and Wästlund (2013), show that standard variations of heap games encompass
computational universality, so in theory all kinds of patterns could appear in visualizing solutions; the artistic part embraces intuition of
where to look.
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“Wythoff’s Star” Larsson et al (2011); Larsson (2012a)
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“Cranes at Drift.”
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“Blocking the Queen Axillary Cavity 1” Cook et al (2017)
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“Blocking the Queen Axillary Cavity 2” Cook et al (2017)
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“Blocking the Queen Fray” Cook et al (2017).
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“Blocking the Queen” Cook et al (2017)
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“On another planet”
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“Sensitivity”
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“Pashmina”
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“Blocking Nim-Wythoff hybrid.”
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“Twill 2.”
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“Somewhere between order and chaos.”
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“Tweaked Blocking Nim.”
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“Tiling polyominoes.”
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“One White Dot.”
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“Blocking the Maharaja”
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“The Head of a blocked Maharaja.”
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“Maharaja Nose”.
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“Barad-dûr.”
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“Directions.”
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“Röda Perstorpsplattan.”
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“Frontrunner Small Blocking Godwyn.”
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“Small Blocking Godwyn.”
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“Tracking trekking ants.”
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“Blocking Godwyn 1.”
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“Blocking Godwyn 2.”
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“Blocking Godwyn 3.”
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“Fabric 1.”
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“Fabric 2.”
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“Fabric 3.”
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“A Butterfly in Amazonas.”
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“Hillview: Blocking Maharaja Encrustation.”
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“The Odd One Out.”

7 Epilogue

An Emperor wants to hire a new Advisor, and only two contestants remain to be considered. He sets up the following
game to test their skills. The Emperor has been to a visit of foreign territory, and wants to return to his fortress in the
North-East corner of his empire. At each step, he may travel arbitrarily far towards this goal, but only along prescribed
directions. He lets the candidate Advisors alternate in prescribing the current move. The Advisor who brings him back
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to his safe Fortress wins the prominent position. To make the contest more interesting, for a fixed positive integer b, at
each stage of the game, he allows the non-advising Advisor to occupy, or block, at most b positions with hostile Pawns
(the Emperer can jump). At each new stage of play, any previous blocking maneuver is forgotten, and the Pawns are
handed over to the other player. In Figure 2, we see an example where the Emperor moves as the Queen of CHESS,
with blocking number b = 4, and where the olive green area in the NE is the safe fortress. The yellow colors represent
(intermediate) safe palaces, whereas the black, blue and purple colors represent various degrees of positions from
which the Emperor can move to a palace position (or the fortress), independently of how the non-advising Advisor
blocks off at most 4 positions. In the rightmost picture we see an unsuccessful blocking of three positions.

Note: even if one more hostile Pawn were put to block one more yellow palace, there would still remain one safe
palace within the prescribed directions. (Of course, the color coding is not revealed to the players.)

In the above pictures we have often departed from the color code used here in this example, but the idea is the
same. Moreover, the prescribed move directions varies, the blocking number varies, and often we show only the
local behavior of the terrain. In addition to given directions, in some pictures a small finite number of additional
move options have been added, and in one of the pictures an additional forced asymmetrical palace position has been
adjoined to perturb otherwise symmetric game rules.

Fig. 2: Left: The Emperor’s move directions, and his fortress in the NE. Right: Some palace positions are blocked off
by hostile pawns.

By a backward induction approach, exactly one of the two Advisors will fail to put the Emperor in safe palaces,
because hostile pawns will occupy all (at most b) palaces in view. The colors in the pictures represent the number of
palaces the Emperor sees from the given position. Differing coloring schemes are used to highlight various appearing
structures.

Each pixel in a picture represents one game position. A reader might want to zoom in to discover patterns of
individual palace numbers in various pictures.4

By following the Emperor-Pawn idea, we define a general class of games on 2 heaps, with a blocking maneuver,
for which only very few special cases have been studied in the literature. A move option from the position (x,y) is
(x− r,y− s)≥ (0,0), where the pair (r,s) belongs to a given set M⊂ N×N of move options. This defines the vector

4 Please feel free to email me for questions, suggestions and comments on the pictures/games. There is a lot to be done still to explore these
type of games.
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subtraction game M. For example NIM satisfies M = {(m,0),(0,m) | m ∈ N}. Let L be a given finite set of pairs of
nonnegative integers, (0,0) ̸∈ L. A linear restriction to the class is of the form M(L) = {(ℓ1m, ℓ2m) | (ℓ1, ℓ2) ∈ L,m ∈
N}. Thus, for example WYTHOFF NIM is the linear vector subtraction game M({(0,1),(1,0),(1,1)}). Let S ⊂N×N
be a finite set of pairs of nonnegative integers, (0,0) ̸∈ S. Then, the S alteration of the linear game M(L) is the
symmetric difference M(L,S) = (M(L) \S)∪ (S \M(L)) (and this is what the Emperor sees). For example, the
game MAHARAJA NIM is as WYTHOFF NIM but with the alteration S = {(1,2),(2,1)}.

Given a game M, the b-blocking maneuver defines the game Mk: at each stage of the game, before the current
player moves, the other player is allowed to block off at most b move options (and these are the hostile pawns). When
the current player has moved, any blocking maneuver is forgotten. A player who cannot move because all move options
are blocked off by the other player, loses.

Outside of this definition, one may impose a finite number of forced terminal positions, or similarly a finite number
of positions with moves to (0,0), and in this case we say that the game is perturbed (the only perturbed picture is the
Butterfly in Amazonas). One would perhaps think that such a small change would not change the outcome patterns
dramatically, but we did not yet see any proof to support or dismiss this guess.

The game rules give a way to recursively compute the palace numbers for each position. But there is a more efficient
way, via a dynamic algorithm. Suppose that, for all positions smaller than X , we computed the number of palaces the
Emperor sees in each given direction (given by L). Then, we compute the number of palaces the Emperor sees in each
direction at position X , by adding one to the number in the nearest position in each given direction. In this way, it
suffices to store a linear number of positions (the standard backward induction approach uses the whole game board,
a quadratic number of positions).

Most of the pictures have not appeared in the literature, with a few exceptions in Larsson (2013a); Cook et al (2017);
Friedman et al (2019); Larsson et al (2011); Larsson (2012a). The overarching idea is that, when we find interesting
game variations, then the pictures of their solutions may carry appealing features.

Conversely, one may ask, when we see interesting patterns, can they be simulated by some elegant game rules?5

The last picture does not originate in any game rules; it was produced while still developing the code, while it still
contained various mistakes that I cannot recreate. Most of the pictures stem from both combinatorial games and cellular
automata, and they generalize the games studied in Larsson (2012b, 2014, 2011); Larsson and Wästlund (2014); Cook
et al (2017); Friedman et al (2019).

A game may visualize a large scale geometry, but where the individual patterns of regions and the apparent ‘bor-
ders’ of shapes are hard nuts to crack. Although, sometimes methods from Physics help out, as we see in a recent paper
Friedman et al (2019), where various linear extensions to WYTHOFF NIM have been explored (but without a blocking
maneuver).
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chapter.
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